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Engineering Totals Suffer Dive
time there were 83 master degree
graduates in engineering and no
Ph.D.'s,

Society needs more engineers
than ever before but national
trends show fewer students
enrolling in colleges of engineering
Remained Constant
every fall.
In 1954 UNM had 54 bachelor
Part of the problem may be a
of
science engineering graduates,
national backlash ag·ainst
There
were 147 in 1965. Master's
technology, the computer age and
degree
graduates for the same
a growing sense of complexity,
totaled
seven in 1954 and
years
coupled with protests from. all
99
in
1965.
However, in this
ages at the evils of centralization.
period
while
total number of
Engineers themselves must share
engineering
students
rose, the
part of the blame, says Dr.
percentage
of
engineers
among all
Richard C. Dove, dean of
students
declined.
engineering at UNM.
Dove said the engineering
"It's true that without autos enrollment has reli)l!lined only
there'd be less air pollution," constant since 1965.
Dove said. "But if a horse
He sees the dwindling supply of
replaced every auto, think of all future engineers as particularly
the manpower you'd need for . alarming since it .coincides with a
sweeping our streets.
growing demand for what the
"The same engineer who designs engineer can do: plan a series of
an internal combustion engine solutions and alternates, and
knows it is a source of pollution recommend which ones to use
and he also can design it so as to depending on the price society is
reduce its pollution, if industry willing to pay.
He said engineering professors
andsociety are willing to pay the
should
join other colleagues,
price. The engineer is at fault in
social
scientists
and political
saying it's the other guy's job to
leaders in an effort to design and
worry about it," Dove said.
achieve a society able to cope
He said he would like to see with its own increasing
engineers assume an active complexity.
partnership with social scientists
"It has to be a partnership
and political leaders in avoiding between community and
traffic jams, smog and stream campus," said Dove. ln
pollution before the population Albuquerque, for example, we
explosion swamps the drawing should have a total systems study
boards and buries blueprints for for a population of one million,
the future.
perhaps within a decade.
UNM expects about 275 Albuquerque now bas about
freshmen engineering students to one-third the state population. If
enroll in September. Of 352 who trends continue, it probably will
enrolled as freshmen in 1965 only have two-thirds the state
137 graduated last month. Some population by the end of this
of these may have changed their century.
"Consider just two related
major, Dove said. At the same

problems-transportation and air
pollution. If everyone was
required to drive compact,
four-cylinder cars, air pollution
wouhi b~ cut way down
immediately:

Summer Lobo
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NEED RIDERS to share expe,.ses to L<Js
Angeles a:rea. at dose of summeT session.
Will return in 2 or 3 weeks. •55 Lincoln
Continental convertible. Call 842-9210.
DO YOU BITE yo11r nails? Would you like
tQ stop 1 A limited number of people are
being accepted in nn experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2772103 for aPPointment.

"Existing streets could carry
twice the number of vehicles, and
so on. But, people want to choose
their own mobility.

Develop Transit
"To ease traffic jams you could
develop better mass transit. A
fleet of computer-controlled
buses, to serve peak traffic areas
such as the Northeast Heights
during rush hours, is feasible.
Push-hutton bus service is
possible. Designing the nuts and
bolts of it is fairly simple.
"But it will take a group effort
to support this sodologicai,
political and engineering effort,
just as it took some time to
develop mass support of public
education in this country.
"One thing about engineering.
Many young people feel it's not

Within W a/king Distance of
MESA VISTA, ONATE,
ALVARADO, CORONADO
Across From The Triangle

FOR SALE

PORSCHE 1955 Speedster. Nice condition,
nms welL $1150. Phone 243-5488.
ALASKAN JII.ALAMUTE l'UPPIES from
Iceflo<>-The home o£ the <:Xtra large
Mnlamntes.
Terms.
Stud
service.
298-6112.
ELECTRIC WASHER & DRYER: Scars
Kenmore '10 washer "·/self-cleaning filter. 2'h Yeat1' old. Settings: normal,
wash & wear, delicate: five temperature
controls. List $229. Senrs Lady Kenmore
860 dryer, with "soft heat." 2% years
old. List $209.95. Terrific c:ombination,
$250.
SOF'I' SLEEI'ER: Classic Jines, neutrnl
covering, foam rubb<!r. Like new.. $150.
POWER MOWER: Ct'aflsmnn """'mower,
18 in. eut, gnsoline powered, 2 years old.
List $130. Service contrnct to April 1970.

AMPLE FREE PARKING IN REAR

Tired of looking for a parking place?
Too busy to stage a 11park~in? 11

Patronize the
Albuquerque
Transit
System

I

SCHOOL PLANNED

Thirty educators and five social
workers are enrolled in an
Institute in Vocational Guidance
which began July 22 at UNM.
The institute is planned to
combat unemployability and
school dropouts, and encourage
education among groups which

r:==RENT-A-TV=~

$1.00 per day
Color Reasonable
Weekly Rates-Lower by the

Month

Free PickUp
Free Service
No Deposit

e;,cperience difficulties in getting
and keeping jobs.
Before it ends Aug. 8,
participants in the institute will
attend classes and seminars,
engage in confrontations with
groups which characteristically
have employment problems, take
field trips to businesses and
industries, hear outside speakers,
and plan and develop a model of a
vocational guidance program for a
school setting.
The institute is sponsored by
the Albuquerque Human
Resources Council, State
Department of Vocational
Education, and UNM. It is funded
by Plans for Progress, an
organization which represents 441
leading corporations.

Open 7 Days a Wtck24 Hours a Day

Patronize the
LOBO Advertisers

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4589

M.ffiROR: BeVeled plate glass mirror,
backed, 3G" X 60'', $30.. Frank L. Dewey,
Office phone 2'17-4843, Home 256..()318.

6)

255-4371

:2914 CENIRAL S.E.

$65.

Catnpus Briefs

VoL 72

FEATURING RAZOR-CUTS

THERMO ;DYNAMICS book lost Univ. &
Central.. Dropped from motorcycle.
Finder please call 247-1663.

5)

MEXICO

BEN'S BARBER SHOP
AND HAIRSTYLING .

LOST & FOUND

2)

very glamorous in ~tself. You
notice when a rocket or a satellite
works, it's a triumph of science. If
it doesn't, they call it an
engineering failure.
"Engineering, too," he said, "is
accused of lacking relevance. But
this, to me, is the poorest
argument of all. Engineering is the
application of living technology.
"The more complicated our
society becomes the more
necessary it is that people control
it-not become slaves to it.
"I think student activists have
alerted many of us to very
pzessing, urgent human problems.
The engiJJeer must take a more
active role in supplying
technological assistance, with
social awareness, in demonstrating
and clarifying his involvement
with an often bewildering world,"
Dove said.

NE\N

EMPLOYMENT

TEACHERS WANTED. Southwest, entire
W cst & Alaakn. Good salaries. Southwest Teachers Agcney, 1303 Centrnl NE.
Phone 242·3645.

This Fall Live At

The College Inn
Lower Rates For 1969
New Management
Heated Swimming Pool
Fine Food, Choice of Entrees, Seconds

sunDRY
SfRVICt-s
University Church
of Christ
University at Gold, S.E.
242-5794
Sunday: Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:30 d.m.-6:00 p.m.

ii~e. flirat: l]niteb
?

. r~ rUib~e:cian

~

1

?.a

J · Worship Service

t

~

~

'Alhurch
\."

9':3b

CANTERBURY CHAPE
448 Ash N.E.
Sunday Services
lO:OOA.M.
5:00P.M.

Christian Student
Center
114 Girard N.E.
265-4312
Wed. 9:00 p.m:

Sun. 7:30p.m.

Maid Servicer Linens Supplied.
Underground Parking
Apartment Privacy and Convenience
Without the Bother of Cooking and Cleaning

BEAT ARMY

Equitable Contracts .
Voidable if you leave School

The

Room And Board

College at.d Career Oept.
of First Baptist Church

As Low As $900 per Year

invites yau Ia
Visit Us This Sutnmer'

College Supper Club
to be announced in

church butletin
Nursery Avai!t>ble

s23 Copper Ave. NE at Locust Nl!

. Bible Study Sunday 9:30a.m.

Worship Service; Sun. 1 t o.m., 7 p.m.
Youth Center
Sa~cfllary
123 Btoadway 5E 101 Broadway NE

303 Ash St. NE

243-2881
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Pay Attention to Yoko and John
By ROB PULLEYN

Thanks Be Unto Lobo:>s Critics
is the last of eight issues of the
Summer Lobo, and, for that matter, the
last under the present editor. Many people
may be thankful for that, especially those
who voiced their concern the past few
weeks over The Summer Lobo's editorial
handling of the poem controversy.
We have only to remind these people that
a new editor, or rather an old one, takes
over again in the fall. It would be better if
we let that editor speak for himself, but we
suspect, as in all editorial board changes,
the fall editor may have differel,lt ideas
concerning touchy subjects like the one
mentioned above. Such happened to be the
case at times last year.
What we would like to point out is
this-we have made errors.
it is always a source of amusement to us
that certain individuals make the startling
discovery that The Summer Lobo is
plagued by a lack of professionalism. We
congratulate them on their brilliant
observation.
It seems worth pointing out that The
Summer Lobo, like most college
newspapers, is staffed by
volunteers-unpaid volunteers, we might
add. If we were professionals, we wouldn't
be here, and we think that applies to every
other campus group and not just The
Summer Lobo. This is a student newspaper
and certainly not a professional operation,

though we must admit we think we come
as close ns almost any college newspaper to
being professional.
Several readers have charged The
Summer Lobo verbally that we don't cover
the news as it happens and that we aren't
objective, either on our editorial pages or in
our news columns.
To the owner of the "objectivity"
charge, we offer our apologies. And so
must every other newspaper. Cold
objectivity in print is a near impossibility.
It is not uncommon to look at front pages
of even the "so-called" professional
publications and find an out-and-out
editorial. The Lobo, both regular and
summer sessions, has never gone to that
extreme.
A back-slapping story seems to be what's
expected, a job that doesn't make waves.
But when in equal measure, and not just
this summer, The Lobo has dished out
criticism it feels a situation has deserved,
everyone suddenly cries wolf.
To those concerned, we offer this
solution-learn to live with it, at least until
the end of this issue.
To all· of our readers, however, who have
read with interest if not agreement these
eight issues of The Summer Lobo, we say
that pleases us. We only hope the next
editor of the Lobo is as lucky.

The E·di tor:
POX ON LOBO
To the Editor:
The editorial in the July 25,
1969 New Mexico Lobo should
evoke abundant pity for the
summsr sditorial board. Their
statement is pathetic in its tone of
submission, and pernicious in its
attempt to rationalize repression.
The framers of the United
States Constitution hoped "to
secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity."
Unfortunately, it has not proven
that easy. Each generation of
~tlericans has been compelled to
reinterpret their freedoms in the
light of their own age. And each
generation has had to fight anew
to secure their liberty.
Power is not license. As
Americans we pledge allegiance to
a credo which demands individual
determination, vigilance, and
disdain for mere power. The
summer editorial board of the
Lobo may be willing to absolve
gutlessness by calling it swallowed
"pride." I won't, and I hope that
other students will be similarly
disinclined!
Fred IOein

,_..SATIRE, PERHAPS?
To the Editor:
I want to congratulate you on
your editorial of July 25, 1969.
To me it seems a superb piece of
satire.
•
Your questions to us pomtedly
reveal the state of higher
education in New Mexico as that
of a political football; matte~s of
curriculum at UNM to be m a
class with geopoliticai issues such
as Lyndon Johnson and the War,
or smaller political issues such as
UNM football or ACLU elsctions.
Your castigating us on being
somewhat wrong in predicting
that freedom of speech will be
chilled, when freedom of
expression has already been

.

frozen stiff, is a beautiful thrust.
Your reference to resistance to
political pressure ?n ac:ademic
affairs as a mamfestatwn of
"pride" is a lovely allusion. For
we all know how well the
humility of the German academic
community served mankind in the
thirties and early forties.
Your statement that you are
trying to live with the political
pressures on the academic sc_ene is
a nice touch when you real1ze so
clearly that political pressure is
not something the truth-seeking
academician lives with, but
something he dies from.
Your final question to us
inquiring whether or not we are
trying to live with "this 'display'
of power poli~ics" is the p~ec~ de
Ia piece. In VIew of ACLU s f1fty
year history, the question itself
points up beautifully the sad
condition of Civil Liberties and
Academic Freedom (one of the
most precious of those liberties)
irt New Mexico today,
Recognizing that in a repressive
society it may sometimes be
necessary to express oneself
satirically, or in "Aesopian
language", if you will, we take
your last question to mean: "Will
NMCLU also fink out on the
UNM academic community?"
Be assured NMCLU will not
consciously fail you, so long as
you continue to struggle to save
your own souls.
Paul A. Phillips,
Chairman, NMCLU

SOUTH END'S END
To the Editor:
You may have read that
publication of the Wayne State
University student newspaper,
The South End, was suspended on
July 11 by WSU President W. R.
Keast. In a telegram to the editor,
President Keast stated that he was
convinced that publication of the
issue planned for July 11 "would
do serious damage to Wayne State

Letters nrc welcome, and should
be no longer thnn 250 words typewritten, double spaced. Name, telephone number, and address must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

University and to the future of
student journalism here." The
telegram continued, "I am
suspending publication of The
South End until the student
newspaper publication board has
had an opportunity to develop
policies and guidelines consistent
with the recommendations of the
Student-Faculty Council ... "
On July 15, The South End was
printed and was sold both on and
off the campus for 15 cents per
copy. Normally it is distributed
free of charge. Somy of the
material intended for inclusion in
the original version, and on which
the suspension was based in part,
was deleted from the printed
version, but perhaps enough
remains on which a judgment can
be made.
Since you are the editor of your
student newspaper, I though you
would be interested to know
about these events artd to read the
edition in question. A news item
in the Detroit News on July 17
indicated that President Keast's
action had been condemned by
the United States Student Press
Association, although no one
from that organization has been in
touch with the President or with
other members of the Urtiversity
administration.
George E. Gullen 1 Jr.
Vice President for
University Relations
Wayne State University

PHOTOGRAPHER
COPY EDITOR
ADVERTISING MANAGER
STAFf WRITERS
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"But, Samson, you get a deduction for being blind. . ! ! "

by Conrad
Out of the Past ( 1965)

Let's Hope Batman
Takes Flying Leap
Comments?
Batman
(sobbing)-"Out of my way, men.
By rough definition, camp is They've got Robin. Where have
something which is so far out that they got Robin?" .
In an attempt to emulate the
it is in. Proceeding on this
assumption, things like Old James Bond faoi, our heroes are
Batman movies are camp. The loaded with never-ending gadgets.
saving grace of camp, however, is When they cut the bars from a
that it is never intentional. Camp window with an "instant"
is "blundered into" by well acetylene torch and begin to lay
the bars aside, Batman produces a
meaning persons.
Last night, television saw an hook which instantly attaches to
attempt at camp which failed the wall where they hang the bars.
miserably, simply because it tried There is a Batmobile, a Batphone,
to achieve camp ness, if I may coin Batcuffs (handcuffs) and a
Batscope (close circuit TV).
that word.
In what ABC-TV calls its new
Batman is Clean-Living
season, Batman was unveiled. It is
The old Batman, in .theory, was
a huge hoax, perpetrated by script
writers trying to cash in on the a clean-living example for the
current American penchant for young people. And the new
Batman is no different. When he
campy things.
The series, which looks like it is goes into a discotheque (where
destined to end each episode with luscious Jill St. John tries to
a "cliff hanger," retains some of entice him), he orders ... scotch
the dialogue from the original and soda? No, orange juice.
All in all it is nauseating, and to
Batman series. Witness Dick (or
Robin, who is Batman's ward), compound the felony, ABC plans
coming out with phrases like to run the show twice a week. If
"Holy Barracuda, Great Scott and you missed last night's episode,
you can catch tonight's at 6:30 on
Holy Ashtray."
Channel 7. But don't give up an
exam cramming session or a trip
Batman Speaks
to the Red Dog. They have far
In last night's episode, Batman more value.
came out with a few
himself-"Not so fast, men. It
smells like a trap," and "You've
done it again, Dick. Let's hope
we're not too late."
LOBO KUDOS
The narrator throws in some
gems, also. "What foul trickery is To the Editor:
the fiendish Riddler up to now?"
Thank you, Carolyn Bahb, for
and ''Is this the ghastly end to our
writing the ext:!!llent story on the
heroes?"
I think it is Jules Feiffer in his U. S. P. in last Friday's Lobo"The Great Comic Book Heroes and to the Lobo for giving us that
much space.
Who advances the theory that
We have great hopes for this
Batman and Robin (Dick) are
new program. Everybody has
homosexuals. In any event, the
theory was given credence last cooperated wonderfully in getting
it off to a good start.
night when Batman broke into
hysterics after Dick was captured.
Dudley Wynn
By DOUG BROWNING

and his new wife have carded it
one step further; they have an
Unfinished Music: Life with the Lions e~tire a~bum ?f elect~onic music,
Zapple Records
With thiS the1r second (the first
No. ST-3357
being "Two Virgins").
"Made in Merrie England. Nov. '68"
Frimk: Zappa aiso did the same
John Lennon and Yoko Ono
with "Lumpy Gravy," but he
didn't receive the attention that
John Cage, famo::s composer of John and Yoko have. After all,
experimental music, said, "I how can you ignore genitalia
believe that the use of noise will flapping at you on the racks next
continue and increase until we to Patti Page. But, then again,
reach a music produced through how can you avoid Frank Zappa?
the aid of electrical instruments I don't know the answer.
which will make available for
Oh, the record itself. If you've
musical purposes any and all read this far, I guess you're
sounds that can be heard . . . In heading for one man's opinion of
the past, the point of it all. Well, it's interesting, Very
disagreement has been between few are probably prepared yet to
dissonance and consonance; it will really "enjoy" such music.
be, in the immediate future, Rather, I suppose one can
between noise and so-called "appreciate" it or "study" it, as
musical sounds."
long as one attempts to
He said that in 1938, In 1968, understand its heritage and its
John Ono Lennon and Yoko Ono "logic." Perhaps the old master,
Lennon cut the album, John Cage, can help me again.
"Unfinished Music No. 2: Life
He has said, "Wherever we are,
with the Lions" which pretty what we hear is mostly noise.
much answers Cage's prediction. When we ignore it, it disturbs us.
The music (allow me the When W•J listen to it, we find it
indulgence) they have produced fascinating. . . Static between the
can be traced in modern history stations. Rain, We want to capture
through Schonberg, Satie, Verese and control these sound, to use
and Zappa to name a few. Other them not as sound effects but as
influences are, perhaps, Zen, musical instruments."
Dada, modern technology,
That's what I mean-that you've
mushrooms and money. It could got to listen closely and not
be argued (but I won't here) that judgmentally-just let it flow in
this music is a mid-century and out and see what happens.
expression that involves the Well, I just let it flow and retained
"appropriate" musical some impressions and
instrumentation. That is, as each descriptions. Here they are.
era attempts to incorporate new
instruments, new musical forms
First 'Cambridge'
and new musical concepts into
The first side (16:30) is
those already existing, new
"Cambridge
19G9." Yoko has big
expressions emerge. With the lungs. And, if
the tapes were not
growth of technology and the
spliced,
an
amazing
In
greater amount of culture contact, the foreground are endurance.
Yoko's
rather
it is t;1en only 'natural' that John rhythmic and certainly emotional
and Yoko's music should appear. utterances. (You listen and come
This also helps to explain the use up with a better word.) The
of Indian instruments in Western background is echoed and
music in the last few years.
electrified instrumental sounds.
The piece was obviously
Developed Steadily
somewhat planned and certainly
Electronic music, experimental directed. There is also a mood
music, music concrete or noise which is probably describable but
(whichever your preference) has, I won't attempt to.
The second side has four pieces.
however, been developing steadily
within the framework of Rock for The first, "No Bed For Beatie
some time. Perhaps "Acid Rock," John" (4:45) is fascinating. It was
beginning in 1966, was the foot in recorded during the "Two
the door. The use of sound Virgins" controversy (they tell
effects, distortion and incidental you that) and is a helix of prose
noise as well as feedback were stories told in what must be
incorporated into the music. The described as a melding of a nasal
Beatles have used it to great Japanese singing style, fifteenth
advantage. Ever since "Sgt. century choral music and an
Pepper," their music has been ecumenical combination of
riddled with the use of priestly and rabbinical chanting. I
electronically syntheti<! sounds did enjoy this work.
The next piece was "Baby's
which were, for them, once
embellishments but have since Heartbeat," which was five
evolved into intricate, important minutes and ten seconds of
and necessary expressions. John something. I thought it might be

candle wonderland-28 colors, 8 1aper lengths
unusual foreign and domestic novelties

By STEPHEN M. PART

Roadshows that have appeared on
campus at Popejoy Hall.
Try and arrive early so that you
can leir>urely see the pai11tings and
constructions on display in the
lobby. Featured are Tom
Dickerson and Mike Selig, both of
whom make the hours' drive well
worth the effort before the play
even begins.
S orne of the landscapes
displayed capture New Mexico in
a new alld vibrant way. Anyone
who has seen the landscapes in
many of the Old Town galleries or

in the Lobo Theatre knows this is
a genre that needed some
rethinking. Not only tourists buy
landscapes!
Though not featured, some of
the individuals whose paintings
have been hung on the second
level far outshine Dickerson or
Selig. (Remember you're getting
there early to take in the
paintings, so do those few steps.)
For the art work and the fine
acting, make the Santa Fe Theatre
Company your last outing before
finals this weekend.

Those few people who shared
my feelings of boredom while
watching the recent movie
"Killing of Sister George" have a
surprise in store. The stage play at
Greer Garson Theatre is a whole
new ball game.
The movie, despite excellent
acting, spent an inordinant
amount of time convincing you
that homosexuals lead as dull lives
as the rest of us. I found only the
20 minutes at the end, when
theater officials would not seat
anyone, of interest-possibly my
own perversity, but the rest was
really a drag.
The Santa Fe Threatre
Company production of "Sister
George" plays up the humor of
the situation-one membeir of the
audience chuckled, "Quite a girl,
huh!?"
The humor is played against the
generally perverse nature of the
relationship. The perversity lies
not in the homosexual context
that exists between Sister George
(Sylvia Miles ) and Childie (Lee
Savage), but in the humiliation
inflicted on the subserviant
member of the "couple."
As always the act was
outstanding. In fact, the sets are FINE SHOW IN S.F.: Childe (Lee Savage), at right, casts an angry
by far the best in all of New glance at 'Sister George' (Sylvia Miles) for George's aside, "You're my
Mexico, including the Broadway flat mate in more ways than one."

j

CAN STAY
ON TOP
OF YOUR

11ann

rug-knit-crochet
embroidery-crewel-tapestry
60 yarns-1600 shade~

j

leathers-wax-marbles
burlop-pofntO>-chenille
gold leaf-dip gldss-lalt
prints-tissue-de coupoge

ontlquing-beads-styrofoo~

with BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

s•ltcherco and sprlngbok kits

• •• the original paperbacks Keyed to Your Texts
by 2 unique cross-reference charts

~------------~~--~--~
1. A Tabulated Bibliography of Standard

Cna'tt.!>.,

Nancy Ann Stdley
Hoffmantown
Center

Carolyn Babbr Casey Church, Bryan Drenhcm, lynn

Santa Fe Theatre Company Stars;
~Sister George' Is Quite A Girl

YOU

Textbooks indicl'ftes pages in the Outline

CJttt~

David Baker

time.
Now that you know exactly
what the record sounds like, you
can listen to it. KUNM should be
playing it, probably tonight
(Friday) during Free Form from 9
p.m. to 4 a.m. If you've never
listened to John and Yoko's music
or, for that matter, electronic
music, you certainly should try it.
If you like it, fine. If you laugh,
giggle or get bored, maybe you're
not trying hard enough (or
perhaps too hard). Don't try,.t.',i'-.
tango to it, stamp your feet to it
or make love to it (that could be
disastirous ).
Just listen and try-yes, you've
got to put some effort into
this-to get something out of it. If
nothing happens, you can always
try KQEO or listen to your old
Pat Boone and Kingston Trio
records for they don't threaten or
require any imagination.

Lobo Review

true scents In soaps, candles, aersols

~ann.&&-

STAFF

The tempo builds. There are
noises which might be described
as rhythmically rubbing of an
inflated balloon or perhaps that
familiar sound of turning the
radio dial after midnight on
Sunday.
It builds up and up. There are
120 Kern cards being shuffled or
maybe it's 1000 tap dancers on a
sandy floor, or maybe 34,000
newly polished long fingernails
tapping on the counter of Howard
Johnson's or maybe 1700 high
heeled ladies inspecting a boiler
room or maybe 2300 flies caught
in a bottle of the Uncola, but
probably none of these. Slowly, it
begins to resemble a record played
daily since 1932, so distorted that
all you hear are scratches, yet you
vaguely remember that there was
once something below them. By
the conclusion, voices are audible
and the speed changes for the last

'·

Letters

SuziDuran

the stamping of ·"Two Virgins"
(their first reproduction?) but
anyone could guess at this one, It
certainly established a rhythm
which lasted well into the next
cut, "Two Minutes of Silence,"
which was-two minutes of
silence. It might be interesting to
note that Cage, in his writings,
often leaves blank pages which he
calls "white paintings." Perhaps
this is "white space" or "open
music.'' You are given the chance
here of creating your own noise
enjo)ring the silence or singing
along.
"Radio Play'' (12:35)
completes the record. There were
noises-at first an uncluttered
cross between what could be a
hammering of a nail, a general
store, a recording session, a
telephone call, a Moog ping pong
game and walking up stairs on
springs.

Nob Hill

Wyoming at Mencul

Center
Central at Carlisle

298-8920

268-6366

that summarize appropriate ;:hapters in
each text.

----------------------~
2.
A Quick-Reference Table indicates pages
in various standard textbooks that cor·
respond to topics covered in chapte •
of the Outline.

Over 100 titles on the follow;ng :-;ubjects:
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA

ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH
ON

GOVERNMENT
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
LITERATURE

MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY

SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

DISPLAY Al'

associated students bookstore

Hudson/ Rob Polleyn, Scott Sandlin
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Games Utilized in Psych Research
By CASEY CHURCH
The mechanics of coming to an
agreement is the subject of
current research in UNM's
psychology department.
Data is being collected this
summer in an "interaction
research" project to determine the
variables involved in coming to
agreements, said researcher
Ronald Flint.
Flint, a graduate student in
experimental social psychology, is
collecting the raw data for Dr.

Richard Harris, new assistant
professor in the psychology
department.
The experiment links a ''paper
and
pencil" attitude
questionnaire, and a series of
"two-partner" games, said Flint.
"We hope to establish a
connection between personality
traits and the way partners in the
games learn or don't learn to
co-operate," he said.
The basic theory of the games
in this experiment are a series of
choices, which will lose or gain

Union Summer Schedule
Due Revision After Finals
F'ollowing the Summer Session, August 9 - September 5,
hours of operation for various areas of the New Mexico
Union will be as shown:

6-e:c ':10 The

poi:n~wiTn

Cli.ffi;~c.JR$

Cliff's Notes help you when you
need it most: (1) When you bog
down and can't understand a reading assignment. (2) When you need
clear, concise interpretation and
explanation in reviewing for an
exam. Get the Cliff's Notes habit.
You'll gain a greater appreciation
of literature-and you'U eam118ttar
arades.

Union Offices

8:00a.m.

- 5:00p.m.

Snack Bar

8:00a.m.

5:00p.m.

Mon.

Fri.

Information Desk

8:00a.m.

5:00p.m.

Mon.

Fri.

Games Area

8:00a.m.

5:00p.m.

Mon.

- Fri.

Bookstore

8:00a.m.

5:00p.m.

Mon. - Fri.

A.B.C. Bank

8:30a.m.

4:30p.m.

Mon. - Fri.

Barbershop

8:30a.m.

5:30p.m.

Tues.

11:30 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

Mon. - Fri.

Cafeteria

Mon. - Fri.

Sat.

Hours will be extended for conferences and special meetings held in
the union.
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points, depending on the choices
made by a partner. The only
communication between partners
are the choices in the games.
Subjects, male volunteers from
the UNM community, are paid a
small amount determined by the
total number of points "won" in
playing in the games.
"Almost all the pairs reach
agreement in some game," said
Flint, "and a few reach and
continue tacit agreement
throughout all seven games. We
observe how co-operative
solutions are disrupted."
Game research has •)iscovered
"archetypes" that will play these
games in determined ways-the
"leader" who will increase both
player's points, but his own more,
and the "hero" who will increase
the other players's more.
The information gained from
this and other studies in

State Tumor Registry
Expands Old Services
The New Mexico Tumor
Registry, which currently reports
to 260 doctors and 10 hospitals in
New Mexico, is now ready to
make its services available
throughout the state.
Headquartered at the UNM
School of Medicine, the
completely computerized registry
was established in 1967 as a pilot
project by New Mexico Regional
Medical Program.
What is a tumor registry? It
keeps track of cancer patients,
reminds doctors of check-up
times, and evaluates the progress
of cancer treatment in the state.
It is a fundamental part of the
broad and dynamic attack on the
problem of controlling cancer in
New Mexico, said Mrs. Dorothy
Bry linski, director of the registry.
Tumor Registry personnel go to
each participating hospital and
record information on all cancer
patients seen in the hospital-their
age, sex, date of first admission,
race, basis of diagnosis, date of
last appointment, last known
status of patient, ;,nd other basic
information. There is no charge to
thP hospitals, doC'tors or patient;;
for providing this service.
Began in 1967
Since the registry began in
1967, there have been 14,480
cases registered. The ten hospitals
now participating are Bernalillo
County Medical Center,
Osteopathic Hospital,
Presbyterian Hospital, Sandia Base
Hospital, St. Joseph Hospital,
Veterans Hospital, AT & SF
Hospital, Los Alamos Medical
Center, Espanola Hospital, and
Lea County General Hospital at
Hobbs.
These 10 hospitals, in four
counties, have a total of 1,858
beds-more than one-third the
total bed capacity in New Mexico.
All information is strictly
confidential. Each case, hospital

SHOP
243-6954

2120 Central SE

Midsummer Sale.
Slacks • • • •

~

co-operation and game theory will
be used in Harris' contribution to
a psychology reading series. His
article is tentatively titled "The
Use of Experimental Games as
Personality Instruments," said
Flint.
The project is financed by a
research grant-in-aid from UNM,
and by funds obtained under the
National Defense Education Act.
"We get the federal money
because the government considers
this type of research has practical
use, for example how to come to
agreement over a disarmament
treaty," Flint said.
"Based on completed research,"
he said, "mlmagement uses a typCJ
of co-operation game training to
teach their employees to weigh all
the strategies and benefits in a
situation of risks and alternative
choices."

• •

and physician is assigned a code
number, and none of the patient
information is released to other
doctors or hospitals.
The Tumor Registry, however,
isn't just a data collection system.
It has a definite purpose.
When a patient becomes due for
a follow-up visit to his doctor, the
computer in Albuquerque prints a
"request for subsequent
information" form, which is sent
to the patient's doctor. This
stimulates continued medical
supervision so reoccurences may
be found early.
If a patient transfers from one
town or one doctor to another,
his records can still be kept in a
continuous manner by the
computerized registry.
Compares Figures
The registry also provid<>s <>ach
hospital's medical staff with a
continuing evaluation of their
diagno&is and treatment of cancer,
by comparing their curn•nt figures
with last ycal''s and with other
hospitals.
Repnl'ts ar<> issuPd monthly and
also annually, ;md may poil.t out
areas in which :special efforts are
needed. For imtance, it may show
a cPrtain population group whPrP
early case finding needs to be
improved. The efforts of the N<>w
Ml'xico Regional Medical
Program's education committee
can then be dirc:>ch•d toward these
areas.
The registry program is
supervised by Dr. Robert
Oseasohn, chairman of the
medical school's Department of
Epidemiology and Community
Medicine. He is assistant to New
Mexico RMP Director Dr.
Reginald Fitz, in charge of
evaluation.
The registry staff is composed
of Thomas S. McConnel, M.D.,
medical director; Mrs. Brylinski,
administrative director; Mrs.
Barbara Powell, registry
coordinator; Mrs. Linda Crewse,
abstractor; Mrs. Lou Ann Giese,
abstractor-coder; James Huang,
programmer; and Miss Linda
Maulding, data processing
assistant.
New Mexico's Tumor Registry
was established with the
conviction, Mrs. Brylinski said
that the care of patients is
improved in hospitals in which a
cancer program exists-a view
supported by the American
College of Surgeons and the
American Cancer Society.

. . . • • . • . . . • 50% off
?.SI4CENTRI\l.
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• • • • • • • 25% off

Short sleeve sport and dress styles

Sport Coats ••••••••.•.•• 25% off

Indians Need
More Help
American Indians need many
more lawyers from their own
ranks and UNM's Law School is
making an inter...sive effort to meet
at least part of the demand, in the
only known program of its kind in
the United States.
A special summer pre-law
sessio11 has attracted 35 students
from a broad range of Indian
tribes, nations and pueblos across
the United States.
The session is designed to find
out whether these selected Indians
have an aptitude for the study of
law and whether they wish to
continue work toward a legal
degree.
Their ages range from 22 to 49.
Thirty of the 35 students have
college degrees. One, Tom
Becenti, a Navajo, has only a high
school education.
But in the Navajo Tribal Court
he is "Judge Becenti," who
presides in the trial division of the
Navajo court at Crownpoint.
Indians traditionally are able to
administer their own justice on
reservation grounds. It is when
they move into the highly
technical field of Anglo.Saxon
law, and attempt to bridge legal,
social and economic gaps that
Indians until recently stood as the
forgotten Americans.
Indian law is more direct and
compensatory, in many cases,
than state or federal laws in this
nation. If an Indian steals a sheep
from a neighbor, for example, he
is required to replace it, when
convicted, instead of merely being
sent off to jail.
The Law School's Indian
program is in its third summer,
having started on an experimental
basis in 1967.
Directing the program is Prof.
Fred Hart, assisted by Professor
Woodrow Sne£>d, and Indian and a
graduate of Harvard Law School
in 1964. In September Prof.
Sneed will become a Whit£> House
fellow, permitting him to view
governmental processes at all
levels.
The pre·law s?ssion this summl'r
has included sitting in at a district
eourt trial in Albuqut•rqtH', and
hearing lectureb on various phases
of law by eight faculty members.
Among them arP D0an David
Vernon of the University of Iowa
School of Law; Professor Jerome
Hoffman, Professor Gerald
Walden, and Professor John
Welsh. Assisting are six tutors, law
students in their first or second
year of law school studies.
The pre-law session is funded by
a $317,000 federal grant.
Intensive, personalized
instruction is emphasized in the
summer course which includes
regular law school courses such as
legal writing, and group
discussions of current legal
problems of particular interest to
Indian communities.
Those selected after the summer
session may enroll as regular law
students at UNM or some other
law school Federal financial
assistance for those with families
is available as national concern for
filling a major legal gap begins to
mount.
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An exhibition which includes
most of the artifacts found at the
site of the oldest European capital
in the U.S. opened July 27 at
UNM's Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology.
It is the museum's first
exhibition representing the
Spanish colonial period in the
Southwest. The museum hours
the rest of the summer are 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through
Saturday.
The exhibit documents records
dealing with the appointment of
Don Juan de Onate to establish a
colony in what is New Mexico,
and shows what is known about·
colonial life-military, religious
and secular-of both Indians and
Spanish.
Much of what is shown was
used by colonists and Indians at
San Gabriel del Yungue, site of
the first capital and docation of
the oldest ruins both of houses

occupied by Europeans and
European-built church in the U.S.
Also included are m.ore recent
material selected to represent the
same period.
San Gabriel, near 'the junction
of the Chama and Rio Grande
rivers, became the capital of
Onate's colony in 1598. It
remained the capital until
headquarters of the colony was
moved to Santa Fe in 1610.
While explorers, beginning with
Coronado in 1540, had been in
this area, Onate's colony was the
first settlement. When the Onate
party arrived at the junction of
the two rivel'!> on July 11, 1598, it
found two pueblos. One on the
east side of the Rio Grande the
Spaniards named San Juan de los
Caballeros (now San Juan
Pueblo). The other on the west
side of the river was called
Yungueyungue.
The colonists moved into San

Pharmacy Head Named
Dr. Kenneth H. Stahl has been
named acting dean of the College
of Pharmacy at UNM succeeding
Dean Elmon Cataline who retired
this year.
Dr. Stahl, an associate professor
of pharmaceutical chemistry, has
been on the faculty since 1958.
For the past several years he has
been doing special research on
synthesis of hydrozides of
possible psycotherapeutic agents,
working with stimulation
drugs-the opposite of
tranqualizers,
He also has been a special
advisor at the University College
counseling center for the past
several years.
Dr. Stahl received his AB from
Carthage College and his BS and
MS from State University of Iowa.
His Ph.D. was earned at University
of Maryland where his majors
were pharmacy, chemistry and
bacteriology. He has taught at
University of Marylnad, Detroit

Institute of Technology,
University of Toledo.

·LIVE A LITTLE
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Dr. Kenneth Stahl
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Juan and a few months later, after
Material for the exhibition has
asking the Indians to vacate been loaned from the collection
Yungueyungue converted the of the Museum of International
pueblo on the west bank into the Folk Art and the history division
new capital. By 1601, there were of the Museum of New Mexico in
more than 500 people in the Santa Fe. Other material from San
colony. The years 1600 and 1601, Gabriel has been loaned by Dr.
however, seem to have been Florence Ellis, director of the
field school.
returned to Mexico.
The exhibition was designed by
The returning colonists told
Mexican officials that they Ronald R. Switzer, a curator of
thought Onate was not a sound the museum. He and Beverly
leader. This, along with reports of Barsook have prepared a brochure
brutality after an Indian uprising, for the exhibition.
resulted in his replacement in
1609.
San Gabriel's location wasn't
247 0036
•
known until 1940 when a Pueblo
Indian, Stephen Trujiilo, found a
2106CENTAALS.E,
church bell fragment. Jose
Abeyta, head of the San Juan
8 AM to 8 PM Weekdays.
Pueblo Council, later found the
9 AM to 6 PM Weekends
bowl of a helmet of the type worn
toward the close of the 15th
century-the oldest known armor
found in the U.S.
After a small excavation in the
Largest Selection
1950's, UNM's summer field
*Poster Board
school in archaeology worked at
*Colored Papers
the site in 1959, 1960, and 1962.
*Tempera Color
Span ish mail and armor,
*Spray Paint
European, Chinese, and Mexican
*Glitter
c e ramie wares, hinges,
*Brushes
candlesticks, a religious medallion,
other ecclesiastical furnishings,
Discount Prices
and various personal paraphernalia
LANGELL'S
were found.
2510 Central S.E.
The bell and helmet fragments
Across From Johnson Gym
were not available for the
exhibition~
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A stereo sound system without a tape recorder is only half
a system! Now Sony completes your system for just $119.50
with the fabulous new solid-state, 4-track stereo tape deck
- the 252-D. Imagine the pleasure that is yours when recording your favorite music, whether off the air or from
your favorite record albums. And the 252-D lets yvu make
multiple recordings so you can become your own one-man
band or barbershop quartet! Or even build a tr~mendous
tape library that will give endless hours of pleasure and satisfaction. So don't wait! Start getting full enjoyment out of
your stereo sound system. Come in today and see the Sony
Model 252-D for yourself. At $119.50 you can't afford to
be without it!
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I-I~W Investigators

Friday, August 1, 1969
:~

Find Action Lacking
In ~mployment Cases
By SCOTT SANDLIN

.

····.·i.Jl···. . . :.
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NEW APPOINTEES: Appointed in the UNM Physical Plant Dept. are Pat Romero (right), manager of the
custodial division, and J.R. Callahan, administrative assistant. Romero, a UNM graduate has been associated
the past three years with the UNM sponsored Home Improvement Project in the L~s Lunas·Belen area.
Callahan has been associated with the department for seven years. He has held several positions, the most
recent being purchasing coordinator for the Physical Plant with the UNM purchasing office.

m
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The New Mexico Arts Commission
present

the situation is."
The Affirmative Action Plan
offered by the Civil Rights office
in its periodic review last
September suggested more
aggressive action for employment
and promotion of ethnic groups.
A compliance. review with this
program was sent from Heady's
office to HEW July 10, listing
proposed changes and dates that
these changes will take effect.
Included in the proposals are a
UNM Equal Employment
Opportunity Advisory Committee
and advertisements in minority
group publications announcing
job openings at the University.
"We have been delinquent in
the physical plant at the
University," Heady said. He said
that the University situation
reflects
employment
discrimination patterns in society
at large.
"None has yet undertaken to
prove that there was a chicano
who was better qualified for a
position and not hired," he added.

An investigating team from the
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW) sent here last
month has found "a definite lack
of affirmative action on the part
of the Physical Plant Management
in making upper level
employment patterns available to
minority employees," e.g.
Mexican Americans.
The investigation was
conducted by Miles Schulze and
Ed Cardiel of HEW.
The United Mexican American
Students (UMAS) prompted the
investigation by a letter and
report on discrimination at the
physical plant at the University.
In the letter, UMAS requested
that the department cease federal
funds to UNM "until such time as
the University complies with the
standards established in the 1964
Civil Rights Act regarding
employment."
The four major areas under
investigation by the team were 1)
unequal salary administration, 2)
unequal opportunity for
promotion, 3) coercion and
intimidation of Spanish surnamed
employees, and 4) ineffective
grievance procedure.
The findings of the investigation
regarding unequal salary
administration were that in "the
AQUATIC SCHOOL
overall pay scale pattern with the
Applications are still available
large majority of minority
employP.es being found near the for the National Red Cross
bottom of all plant sections and aquatic school Aug. 20-30 at
the majority of anglo employees Highlands University, Las Vegas,
being found near the top of these from the Bernalillo County Red
sections."
Cross office, 5006 Copper NE.
Courses include competitive
The UMAS report found that
over fifty per cent of all physical swimming, handicapped
plant employees were Mexican instructors course, senior life
American, but no Mexican saving, water safety instructor,
American has been named to any and first aid instructor. Persons
of the 13 supervisory positions in must be 17 and over to attend.
the last 18 years.
NEW INSTRUCTOR
Reacting to the UMAS charges
of discrimination in the physical
Miss Lorraine DiStefano, an
plant, President Ferrel Heady said assistant research chemist at Parke
that "in cases of demonstrable Davis Co., has been appointed an
discrimination in individual instructor in the UNM department
instances action could be of chemistry effective Aug. 1.
taken-but to generalized claims
Miss DiStefano attended UNM
regardihg supervisory positions under a Sandia Corporation
progress is not possible except research grant from 1955-1967
over time.
and received her master of science
"It is difficult to sort out how degree in organic chemistry a year
generalized the responsibility for ago.

Campus
Briefs
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The Constitutional Reform
Committee, a statu tory
committee of Student Senate, met
Wednesday night to propose and
structure a new legal system
within the university,
"Under this constitution," said
committee member, Bill Pickens,
"every member of the university
community will be given his due
process before his status at the
university, no matter how major
or minor, can be changed."
The changes would revolve
around a tri-structured
governmental system, much like
that of the United States. "This is
much like our American
constitution. The best thing is
that this 'would allow a student or
member of the university
community legal channels for
letting off steam and pressure."
Committee chairman John
McGuffin said that as the
university legal system is now set
up, the student is the defendant
with the administration the
plaintiff. "If we have a case like
Manny Wright's occur sometime
in the near future, we'd know we
had a channeled system through
which he could be legally charged
or he could legally protect himself
from charges. The same would be
true in the Lionel Williams case.
The Williams case would not be
acted upon by one person; it
would be acted upon by a body."

to the administration in this
constitutional plan would be that
the administration "shall insure
orderly conduct of university
educational life. It shall be
empowered to proceed against
any member of the universit·l
community who adversely affects
this orderly conduct as long as,"
McGuffin said, "it does so in ways
consistent with the due process of
university law."
"These are highly needed
changes," said McGuffin.
"From the research I have done
through publications and through
situations at other universities
around the country," said
Pickens. "I sincerely believe that
if something like this
newly·structured constitution is
not set up, this university and this
academic community is going to
encounter serious problems."
As set forth in the proposals,
the student delegated powers
under the legislative branch would

include;
1) power over the budget of the
Associated Students and the
student activity fee;
2)
formulation
and
implementation of extracurricular
activities for students;
3) recognition of student groups
and defense of their rights and
responses;
4) appointment of students to
committees;
5) and the power to make all
laws necessary-and proper for
execution of the foregoing
powers.
The only change, as noted
before, in the faculty delegated
powers under the proposed
legislative branch iG the right to
define and defend academic
freedom and rights to a free
inquiry within the university.
The University Supreme
Council would be composed of
four students, four faculty
members, and four members of
the administration. Its function

Chester C. Travelstead, academic
vice president.
In addition to room and board,
FOCUS assists the students in
obtaining financial aid. At UNM,
Ruiz has been working with the
Student Aid Office to put
together assistance for the three
incoming freshmen in the form of
Economic Opportunity Grants,
NDEA student loans, and jobs
under the federally-assisted
college work-study program.
Ruiz, who is spending his
summer working
the
Southwestern states for FOCUS,
said the three UNM students will
be selected within the next couple
of weeks.

The Judicial System, from the
bottom up, would regulate:
1) all inferior campus boards;
2) university standards boards
on motions from any member of
the university community, and
would initiate proceedings with a

composition of two students, two
faculty members and one
administrative advisor.
3) that the highest university
court would be the supreme
court. It would hear appeals from
all other inferior judicial bodies. It
would interpret the university
constitution and would have a
composition of four students,
four faculty members, a
non·voting student chairman and
two administrative advisors.
McGuffin and Pickens stressed
that when the reforms go before
the Committee on the University
August 5, the Committee would
not have the right to reject ot
accept the reforms. They said
that, instead, the proposals would
go to the UNM Board of Regents
with a "favorable or unfavorable
recommendation" from · the
Committee .

FOCUS was founded in 1967
by Bill Strauss.
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would be to coordinate the
legislative branch and the
delegated powers of the students
and faculty. It would offer advice
to both.
Under the executive branch, the
administration, through delegated
powers, would appoint any other
officials of the administration
such as deans and department
chairmen. And it could keep
records which would indicate the
academic and scholastic abilities
of any member of the university
committee.. The most important
point, as noted before, would be
the assurance of orderly conduct
by members of the university
community.
From Bottom Up

University 'FOCUS' Program
Helps To Finance Students

A rapidly growing program run
entirely by college students will
help three economically
disadvantaged
students attend
Not Entirely New
UNM this fall. And, the
Much of the new consitution Fe 11 o wship of Concerned
proposed by McGuffin, Pickens University Students will ask
and other members of the residents of Albuquerque to help.
committee is already lodged in the
Richard Ruiz, a senior from
Faculty Handbook. Therefore, California at Harvard University,
most of the proposals aren't was in Albuquerque last week to
entirely new. But some are.
confer with university officials,
"One comes under the grouping student government, and civic
of University Legislative Powers," groups about the FOCUS
said McGuffin. "It is that the program.
students will have the delegated
Ruiz said FOCUS makes it a
power to recognize student groups point to see that the students it
and defend their rights and helps go away from home to
responses. The most important, school to give them exposure to
however, would be under the different conditions and living
faculty's dt>legated powers. It styles. To help with this project,
would be that they could define families in the university
and have the right to defend communities are asked to provide
academic freedom and the rights room and board for the students
to free inquiry within the in their freshman year.
university."
Persons in Albuquerque wishing
McGuffin added that one of the o aid in the program as host
important delegated powers given families should contact Dr.
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Constitutional Reforms Get Bid
By PETE KENDALL
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70 Kf.;a;p
AMERIQA

Lower Rates For 1969
New Management

BEAYiiFWL

Heated Swimming Pool

b.YtiENRYCIBSON

Fine Food. Choice of Entrees. Seconds
Maid Service. Linens Supplied.
Underground Parking

Because it's my country.
And it's getting dirty.
That's why.

Apartment Privacy and Convenience
Without the Bother of Cooking and Cleaning
.,

i
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The wizard of ahhhh's .....
Company of 50/ Willam F. Christensen, Artistic Director

Students $1.00

Reservations 277-3121
':.

.
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The quiet serenity of a cathedral is reflected in this
beautiful solitaire by Columbia.

Room And Board
As Low As $900 per Year

{!lfea~Cf!!-C(d;~

Friday, August 1-8: 15
General Admission, Faculty & Staff .$1.50

Equitable Contracts Voidable if you leave School

I
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JEWELERS
6609 1\III(NAU!, BLVD., N.E.
'I'l·:Li(!'HONE 268·14 so
(across Mcnaul from Coronado Genter)
Mon. through Sot., to 5:30 p.m.
Friday nights until 9100 p.m.

303 Ash St. NE

Keep America Clean.
Keep America Beautiful.

..... ~ .....

lbe College Inn
q~W'"'

AdVertising contributed

for the public good.

243-2881

Friday,.August 1, 1969
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'Pack Schedule Offers Challenge
By PETE KENDALL
Don't let Rudy Feldman sell
you a bucket of sour grapes for
this year. He does, of course, lead
off with Army at West Point, then
catches Kansas and the University
of Texas at El Paso along the way.
"But," says Feldman, "AI I tell
my kids is we might be in the Top
Ten in the country after our first
three ball games."
Kids? Yes, Virginia, the Lobos
are loaded with them this year,
and only a brief offensive stir
against the Alums in the Spring
game got the varsity a marginal
win.
Feldman will be counting on 11
lettermen, among them Dave
Bookert, Sam Scarber and Greg
Sargovetz on offense, and Rodney
Wallace, Jerry Buckner and Willie
Shaw on defense.
The sophs are more impressive,
even if iil sheer numbers-some 42
out for spring ball. The best of the
lot could be 6-1, 210 pound
defensive end Harry Price, a West
Texan from Iowa Park. On the
other terminal will be an
Albuquerque product Mike Buck
with soph Rick Ferguson and
Wallace at the inside defensive
spots.

Ross at ~Backer
Freshman backfield sensation
Houston Ross will be tried at a
linebacker post. The open
backfield spot is up for grabs.
Among those in the running are

much competition at tailback in
Feldman's ·version of the Texas
Wishbone-T offense. At fullback,
Pat Gallagher will run a
not-too-distant second to Scarber.
The best of the green offensive
linemen is Brad Bramer. He could
paly either a guard or a tackle.
And besides senior Sargovetz;
letterman Julius Koziol and juco
transfers Henry Noe and Dave
Grantham add depth.
The defensive backfield will be
adequate but only so fal" as the
first string. Willie Shaw is the
proven man and he has a corner
staked out. Opposite him will be
Rocky Long, a California
sophomore ex-quarterback who
may see some duty at his old spot
before the year is over. At the
deep spots are Bob Gaines, weak
safety, and, hopefully, a healthy
Kenny Ross at strong safety. Ross
was injured in early spring work
and must make up ground lost to,
you guessed it, another couple of
sophomores.
Feldman smiles when he dreams
of his kicking game. Here,
Plainview, Tex., so ph Tommy
McBee is the best punter the
Lobos have had in years. And
Rudy has the United Nations out
for place-kicking duties-an
Indian, a Swede, a Vietnamese
STILL REBUILDING: Lobo football coach Rudy Feldman has only 11 and, would you believe, a
lettermen and some 42 sophomores, but will be attempting to improve full-blooded Los Alamos
American. The Indian, Glen
last year's 0-10 Lobo season record.
Threestars, and the Los Alamos
junior college transfer Howard Jal soph Steve Fu11er.
product, Joe ~artshorne, seem to
Ware, veteran Phil Franczyk and
Bookert doesn't figure to have have the edge right now.

~I~~~~~~~,~
The Committee for the Defense
of the University will hold a
fund-raising party tonight from
7:30 to 10 p.m. at 3401 Mars Rd.
NE. Funds will be for the defense
of Hobbs Junior College English
instructor David Oliphant to be
defended by the New Mexico Civil
Liberties Union.

NEW COURSE
The UNM speech department
will offer a new course this fall.
The course, "Controversy in
Contemporary Discourse," is a
new kind of undergraduate course
for the department, said Dr. M.J.
VanGraber.
"It is not a performance
course," she said. "The students
won't be giving any speeches. It is
a today course; it concerns itself
with the agitative rhetoric of
black power and the American
Negro Party, the maintenance
rhetoric of the establishment and
the folk rhetoric of music and
films."

Dr. VanGraber indicated the
latter part of the course will be
devoted to hearing campus
speakers-any campus
speakers-who have something to
say or have an axe to grind and
need a public forum.

EXHIBITION SET
An exhibition of 40 bronze
sculptures and 20 drawings by
Gaston Lachaise will be shown
Sept. 15 through Oct. 13 at the
UNM Art. Museum.
The exhibition traces the artists
career from his first work,
executed between 1908 and 1910,
to his great expressionist works of
1920's and 1930's.
Being exhibited for the first
time since 1913 is a small work,
"Nude with Coat," which was
Lachaise's entry in the famed
Armory Show in New York that
year.
The exhl.bi'tx"on has been shown
in 14 other museums, starting
with the San Francisco Museum
· th e fall 0 f .1967 • Oth er
Of· Art· In
shows have included those at the
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Corcoran Gallery of Art in
Washington, the Baltimore
Museum of Art, Walker Art
Center and Felix Landau Gallery
in Los Angeles.

Summer Lobo
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES:

To YouR

MAILBOX
Subscribe to the paper 15,000 stu·
dents read. You can have it sent
to your home five days a week
during the academic year for just
$7.00, The Lobo, printed on campus, will bring you bright, first•
hand reports of academic, political, social, and athletic events related to The University, Your
University.
Student Publications
UNM P.O. Box 20
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Note: The Mirage is available through this office too.
Tltc Yearbook has been placed on a subscription basis
and sells for $!).00.

r.

RENT-A-TV-$1.00 per day
Color Reasonable
Weekly Rates-Lower by the
Month

Free Pick Up
Free Service
No Deposit
Open 7 Days a Week24 Hours a Day

Buck's .TV Rentals
268-4589

Drive-Thru
Restaurant

1830 Lomas N.E.

~1.00 for the first :five

lines, 10¢ per additional line.
DEADLINE:

Noon Tuesday

TERMS: Cash
l.....,.)_ _P_E_R_S_O_N_A_L_S_...,--_ _ __
SUMMER. SCHOOL STUDENTS-Playboy, Time, Newsweek; many others a.t
special student dillcount. See American
Bank of Commerce in SUB.
NEED RIDERS to share expenses to Los
Angelm area at close of summer session.
Will return in 2 or 3 weeks. '65 Lincoln
Continental convertible. can 842-9210.
DO YOU BITE your nails? Would YOU like
to stop? A limited number of people are
being accepted in a.n experiment to atop
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2772103 for appointment.

2)

BRING THE CAMPUS

Receiving Spotty
The quarterback job is up for
grabs. It belongs either to red-shirt
Frank Gorman or soph Larry
Korpitz. Both had their pot and
cold days last spring-but Feldman
hopes one comes to the front the
first week of fall work.
Certainly the Lobos have
no-where to go but up after a
miserable 0·10, 1968 season. And
not even a hefty stock of "New
Look Lobo Football" bumper
stickers figure to give Rudy, in his
second year, much more than a
2-8.
To some spectators, even that
consolation will be marked as
generous.

IJUA
A

Carnpus l:•riefs

FUND RAISING

The pass receiving? Feldman
will tell you it's weak. But one
deep at split end, the 5-8 McBee is
out running all com<>r<T ·especially
his own defensive backs.

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles
Burros
Chiliburgers

LOST & FOUND

LOST: CHOCOLATE POINT SIAMESE
neutered male vicinity 3000 block Silver
SE. Reward. Contact M. :r. Kotona. Humanities Dept. in Library. Phone 2774241, Ext. 49.

5)

sunDRY

FOR SALE

TWO 35 mm cameras, $15 caeh. Tower 8
movie camera, $5.00. Contact Steve Part.
Lobo Office 277-4202.
HON .....,.. o.....M.!l1-90 cc, good condition, 7
mo. ald. With helmet-all $150. Call 2478179.
NEW COLEMAN STOVE: Two-burner,
lightweight, ideal for camping. Cost $15,
never used, to give away for $9. Phone
242-4773.
ANCIENT LEGAL DOCUMENTS, 300 to
400 years old. Suitable f'or framing. Reasonably priced. Call Mn!, Enders, 2985074.
1967 DATSUN, 4-dr, 18,200 mi. AM-FM
Radio. $1250. 299-4192.
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES from
Icefloe--The home of the e1ctra large
Malamute!.
Terms.
Stud
service.
298-6112.
ELECTRIC WASHER. & DRYER: Sears
Kenmore 70 washer w/sel!-cleaning filter, 2th years old. Settings: nonnal,
wash & wear, delicate: five temperature
controls. List $2Z!J, Sears Lady Kenmore
800 dryer, with "soft heat." 2% years
old. List $209.95. Terrifie combination,
$250.
SOFA SLEEPER.: Classic Jines, neutral
covering, foam rllbber. Like new. $1GO.
POWER MOWER.: Craftsman reel mower,
18 in. cut, gasoline powered, 2 ;years old.
List $13(). Service contract to April 1970.
$65.
MIRROR: Devclcd plate glass mirtor,
backed, 36" x 60", $30. Frank Lr. Dewey,
Office phone 271-4843, Home 256•0318.

SfRVICfS
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WANTl~D.

Southwest, entire
West & Alnskn. Good llnlaries. SouUt·
wC!lt Teachers Agenw, 1303 Central NE.
l'hone 242-3645.

Sunday Services
10:00 A.M.·
5:00P.M.

COORCb

University Church
of Christ
University at Gold, S.E.
242-5794
Sunday: Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:30 a.m.-6:00p.m.

Christian Student
Center
114 Girard N.E.
265-4312
Wed. 9:00p.m:
Sun. 7:30 p.m.

The

College and Career Dept.

of First Baptist Church
Wors~ip Service 9:30

College Supper Club

to be announced in
church bulletin

EMPLOYMENT

'fJMCIIIms

CANTERBURY CHAPE~
\illlilll_,
448 Ash N.E.

..

Nur,mry Available

823 Coppor Ave. Nf: at locust NE

Invites you t<>
Visit Us This Summer
Bible Study Sunday 9:30a.m.
Worship Services Sun. 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Youth Center

Sonctuary

123 Broadway SE 101 Broadway NE

